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About This Content

This skin is meant to give people an opportunity to help us maintain full-time development on Indie Pogo. Rather than blindly
donate to the cause, we'd rather reward you with this awesome skin! Purchasing it means we can continue to develop new free
content at a consistent speed, rather than get full-time jobs elsewhere. Indie development can be tough, financially. But with

your support, we can keep the dream alive.

~Trevor
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X compatible graphics card with 2GB or more of video ram

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 150 MB available space
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This game is the ideal co-op game for playing over the internet. It's fun, like a real escape room, though the actual solution can
be vague at times. It is really exciting solving puzzles with friends.

Look, let's be fair, if you expect the latest in graphics technology, then you're not going to find it here. That doesn't matter
however, because this game just is fun for what it is. I would definitely recommend trying it, though I would invite at least one
friend to your game, as playing it alone is only half of the experience.

The first level is available for free anyway, so just try it.. Easy to start playing, but hard to stop. Though Flight Control HD looks
deceptively simple at first - just grab an aeroplane (or a helicopter) and send it towards a runway (or a landing pad) -, in reality
it's anything but. Once you start pursuing the achievements and new personal bests, it'll really challenge your mouse skills and
reaction times. Some of the levels add their own twists to the game, like planes heading for an emergency landing that cannot be
rerouted. The graphics are simple yet charming, and the music delightful, if a tad repetitive. Recommended for all ages.. Heavy
Fire: Afghanistan is one of those "budget titles" that is easy to play, but left you rather empty. It is a rail shooter similar to old
arcade game Time Crisis (yes, the one with the light gun) where you need to shoot enemies while popping in and out of cover. It
plays fast, its graphics looks quite decent, but it is buggy and at certain stages, near to impossible to pass. Even at the price of
only a few dollars, it is still hard to recommend.

A rail shooter basically moves for you, stops at certain locations with cover. Duck behind the cover to reload, pop out to shoot
(when enemy stops shooting). In this game, if the enemy has the red exclamation mark he's about to hit you, and your health bar
only goes so far. The problem is when there are like 6 to 7 bad guys on the screen, 2-3 are shooting at the same time. There is no
correct time to shoot (or is there?) As you clear area after area, with enemies poping out from close to far, you have to ration
your shots carefully (one shot will kill the enemies) lest you fall back to your pistol. Yes, you do shoot pistols too. Occasionally
you get to play with vehicle mounted weapons, same idea.

The levels are quite decent, actually, look "reasonable" for the area they're depicting, villages, caves, mountain paths, city ruins,
you get the idea. But enemies just... pop up, pretty much.

The only powerups you get are ammo, health, and grenade (only ONE) which blows up enemies on one side of the screen.

The game is buggy in that exiting the game can sometimes result in the game not starting the next time. The game's "launcher"
will start, but as you click "play" both crashed to desktop, no error message. Sometimes change the video options and reinstall
Direct X may cure it... until it happens again. There's seemingly no pattern to the crashes.

All in all, there are better "rail shooters" around than this "topical" shooter rushed out to fit the news cycles.. This game is
pretty, meh. On the whole it feels pretty unpolished -- art is not great, design is basic, sounds are okay.
Gameplay is pretty boring -- roll dice with pips on them and match the numbers to slots. Pretty much it. Dice don't have special
powers or abilities associated with them, and if you roll generally lower than a 4 they're utterly useless. This puts you in
situations that are annoying and frustrating considering you have on average 3 hit points so losing any of them is mostly
devastating. Yes, you can use potions, but they're severely limited in number. The hourglass time mechanic is nonsensical and
useless. Everything chews up time and as an added bonus the very first dungeon has a feature that uses up more time because --
reasons. I'd much prefer being able to explore the dungeon and decide when to descend on my own without the pressures of a
push mechanic forcing my hand for no other reason than "the monsters catch up with you". The classes are nearly
indistinguishable from one another -- they vary in stats by one or two dice and have a single heroic dice power that simply
changes how you get the die in the first place.
I did like the dice rolling 3D effect going all over the board, but other than that I'd pass on this one.

tl;dr -- It needs polish, lacks class depth, needs better\/exciting mechanics.. the controls are terrible, the story line is some what
ok but the way to solve them is a bit to the extreme, for example the code to the computer is damn near an algebraic equation!, i
looked up the walkthrough and i got tired of it and un installed it, the clips and pictures provided looked apealing but the game it
self it terrible at just being a game.. Let's see, Anything I tried to update it would just cause that device to stop working
completely. Thank god for system restore.
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A mobile game ported to PC via Steam. Audio on, or audio off. Music on, or music off. Played through 4 times, each time took
about 3 minutes. The game seems to demand you memorise the exact route to extend the story as long as possible, and punishes
you for doing anything else with an abrupt end to the game. Not worth your time or money.. Really good game. I was playing
this game before Steam and I'm happy it got accepted on steam.. For those that want some shooting action in Tron stlye visuals,
it's a nice way to spend some hours. Horrible sound effects,instant delete.. bring a saw
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